Abstract. Let 
This settles the Goodman-Saff conjecture even for univalent harmonic functions. In the analytic case, however, Theorem f. is a very simple special case of the solution of the following multiplier problem (*, denotes the Hadamard product):
Determine the set DCP of all a^nalytic functions 9 in D such that g*f e K (9) for every p € R and every f e X191.
Theorem 2. Let g be anaJytic in D. Then 9 € DCP if and only if (1) foreachl€R:
Theorem 1, for / analytic, follows from Theorem 2 by choosing g,(z) :: ll\-rz) and showing that g, € DCP for 0 < r (-rs. If We remark that a more general definition of the classes PM and PMP has been studied by Schoenberg [11] , who also quotes a result of C. Loewner which says that (5) is essentially also a necessary condition for u € PMP. In another paper [10] we give the complete characterisation of the wider Schoenberg class. For our present purpose, however, this is of no relevance.
We shall reduce the proof of Theorem 5 to the following lemma which is of independent interest. Lemma 3. Let 
Then u * h has exactly two zeros (which are simple) in 10,2r).
Proof. We first note that fr is strongly convex) i.e., there are no three numbers et < 0203 < 0t * 2zr such that the points t(?i), j :7,2,3, lie on a straight line.
In fact, if they were, then by the convexity we conclude that m(9) Iies on that straight line, 91 < e < d3. This gives a relation on that interval, and since u is a trigonometric polynomial, for all d. But then fr lies completely in that straight line, a contradiction to the assumption. We shall use this information in the following form: let $r < ,lrz < rh * 2r and denote by cb(A) the interior of the convex hull of a set .4. C C. Then Now let 0t I 0z I 0t * 2tr be such that o(') { : 3; ;it:iTi',? *,.
Note that bV (6) 
After these 'real' preliminaries we now turn to the discussion of .K(g) and DCP. Also here we need a reduction to polynomial cases. We are working with the analytics version of the de la Vallde-Poussin kernels:
( 11) ( 13) Note that (12) 2ReWn(eio):V*(0)+t, 0eC,neN. (3), (11), (12) 
